Flow chart for the local rule instituted for NJSIAA Golf both Boys and Girls

CAN I USE MY DISTANCE-MEASURING DEVICE (DMD) for NJSIAA play?

The NJSIAA Committee has introduced a Local Rule permitting the use of devices which are capable of measuring distance and distance only.

Coaches should check their player's devices and make sure they are legal prior to a round.

This flowchart is designed to help golfers, coaches and/or Officials determine the status of a particular device for use as a DMD –

The device is:
A dedicated DMD (e.g. Laser rangefinder or GPS**)

What Kind of Device is it?

The device is:
A Multifunctional device (e.g. mobile phone, iPod, palm pilot, etc.)

Is the device capable of measuring conditions or providing information other THAN DISTANCE ONLY (e.g. slope, slope assist, wind, temperature, and compass or club recommendation)?

Device is NOT ALLOWED for NJSIAA Play.
Penalty is Disqualification if device is used.

No Breach of Local Rule** consult committee with any concerns

** Device may provide pictures of holes (the USGA considers this the same as a yardage book)
Device cannot store club selection data and give recommendation as to which club you use.